Name That Oppression
10
Mary who
Cambodian
wants to get
a nose job
because she
thinks her
nose is to flat

20
Neha has to
miss class
because her
mom needs
to go to the
welfare office
and her the
office did not
have
interpertation
(even though
they said they
did)

A college
advisor tells
Sam who
wants to be
nurse that
nursing is for
women

Ben and Dan
are talking
about the new
iphones they
picked up and
they ask john
when he is
going to get
one. John lies
and says
soon even
though he
can’t.

Jill and Betty
who are
domestic
partners can’t
get benefits
for each
other
because their
company
doesn’t
recognize

Lola wants to
help her dad
fix the car
with her
brothers, but
her dad won’t
give her the
same
attention . So
she decides
the fixing cars

30
Rahab is on
the way to
school and
she is
adjusting her
headscarf.
When two
women
driving by
stop her and
tell that they
feel sorry for
her that she
is so
oppressed.
Joan finds
out in school
that women
make 60
cents for
every dollar
that a man
makes.

40
Brian who lives in
the city is upset
that bus fares
went up.

50
Shaqeel is
talking to his
landlord who
is upset that
all these
Mexicans are
moving in to
the
neighborhood
and so he is
going to sell
his building
and everyone
has to move.

Chevron’s refinery
had an explosion
and the immigrant
communities didn’t
know it happened
because the
warnings were in
English.

Lena is
approached
by Sharon
and beth who
crack jokes
abour her
outfit
because it
looks like she
bout it at kmart

Martha and John
are two
sophomores
dating who get
pregnant. They go
to the local clinic
and they are told
that abortion is
wrong and to have
the child. They go
to the school to

In U.S.
history class
Xochi and
Robin two
Kiinkut
students
wanted to
celebrate
Indigenous
people’s day
instead of
Columbus.
The teacher
says no
that’snot
appropriate
for school.
Sarah shows
lila some safe
sex
information
she got from
her nurse at
her private
school. Lila
wants to get
info at her
school and is

couples who
aren’t
married as
families

is for boyz.

Fahad got in
trouble with
his history
professor
because he
could’nt
complete the
assignment
because he
couldn’t
afford the
books for the
class and
they weren’t
in the library

Darius was
happy that
Connor won
1st place in
track and
gave him a
hug. The
other
members of
the track
team called
the fags.
Connor pulls
away says I’m
not a
pillowbitter
and walks
away.

find another clinic
and find it out it
only in the next
state and they
need their parents
permission.

Donna got
scared
because she
had crushy
feelings for
her friend
Kathy. And
so she dating
a rapid circle
of boys and
avoiding her
friend Kathy

Institution
Interpersonal
Internalize
IR
INTERSEXIS

sent to her
principal who
tells her that
Sex is for
married
people and
wrong and to
be careful or
she will end
up a welfare
moms. Lila
walks feeling
ashamed and
wrong.
Phil and Lee are
Zainab and
the two asian in
Malik get into
the Mrs. Danner’s
trouble with
algebra class. Dan their teacher
cracks joke at Phil because they
Asking him if their
speak out
brother and not to about the war
spoil the class for in Iraq. When
everyone else by
they are
doing so well
brought to
because Asians
the principle’s
are good at math.
office The
Lee makes a face principle has
and says Phil is so
called the
not my brother
police and
he’s fresh of the
homeland
boat.
security.

